DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION
SEE ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS ON AAUP

TAKEOFF RWY 27R: Climb on course 275° to CPARK, then right turn to MPASS, then on track 006° to cross ZELAN at or above 6000. Maintain 250K until ZELAN. Thence . . . .

. . . . on assigned enroute transition. Maintain 10000 (or filed altitude, if lower): Expect clearance to filed altitude ten minutes after departure.

BOBBD TRANSITION (ZELAN4.BOBBD)
EMAHH TRANSITION (ZELAN4.EMAHH)
GLAZR TRANSITION (ZELAN4.GLAZR)
JAACE TRANSITION (ZELAN4.JAACE)
RAFTN TRANSITION (ZELAN4.RAFTN)
RESPE TRANSITION (ZELAN4.RESPE)
SMTTH TRANSITION (ZELAN4.SMTTH)